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Abstract. Data is a driving factor in our current society, its presence is in each simple
and complex system holding important insights and clues that can lead to a better
performance; although its importance people usually tend to ignore its potential of
discovering and organizing unusual and interesting patterns and connections within. The
“Big data” era provides us with a stable and huge ground to support modern business and
analytics models, which may impact directly the way how we perceive present actions
and spotting possible future tendencies, improving and enhancing current decision
models. This paper tries to highlight some of the various uses and strategies that several
organizations are given to their databases and their data structures, and describing some
of the most salient and widespread achievements made by the correct use and
manipulation of a data warehouse; moreover, a revision to some syllabus of major
universities and colleges were analyzed to detect tendencies on the way how professional
are being formed regarding to managing data and its corresponding analysis.
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1. Introduction
Data is an asset that can be recollected and gathered in different ways, and from different
sources [1]. Two of the most common ways of collecting data are: structured data (numerical
or text inputs), and unstructured data (videos, audios, etc.).
Among the different sources that can be used to collect data are websites, forms, histories,
cookies, manual inputs, gadgets, and so on [2]; moreover, many systems and algorithms have
been developed for this task, such as: subscriptions, coupons, customized cards, applications,
and others. In general, data can be collected from internal or external sources.
In the past, recollecting data was a difficult task, especially due to technical and physical
challenges; however, recently due to new developments, and the rapid growing of the internet
with a faster connection of different platforms to the cloud, this activity has become easier,
partially thanks to data warehouses, which are repositories that emphasized the data collection
and its storing for later use [3].
Data may come in different formats and shapes, so in order to perform the respective
analyses a process of wrangling the data is needed [4]. Wrangling the data (or also called data
cleaning) is a previous step of the data mining process (Figure 1) where missing or corrupted

value are removed, substituted or adapted, all of this in order to have a clean and complete
database, which will be used to build the models and findings [5], the process of working with
data requires to have the correct type of it due to the principle “garbage in, garbage out”.
One of the most common uses that can be applied to datasets is pattern recognition, which
is a technique that represent relationships among data, some of this patterns might be easily
spotted by traditional methods, while other ones might be really unpredicted discoveries
within the data [6].
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Fig. 1. Data mining process [4].

Due to the spread of new technologies, such as internet, data can be created and collected
more easily; nevertheless, this increasing practice has also raised awareness about online
security and privacy [7], which is especially important for companies or any other sensible
organization where data is a driven factor that can be crucial for success or failure; especially,
since the recent years, more and more businesses have been adapting their capabilities to a
new model of business where they take decision based on models and algorithms [8].
The integration of new data processing developments and new business models has taken
the current process of managing data to a new whole level called the big data era [9] where
data can be collected, analyzed and used to construct models and systems that add value to the
entire process through the creation of new insights and ideas.

2. Background and the impact of data use.
2.1. Data mining and its techniques
The impact of data in the current business model has affected the way how they create
models and analyze their databases, this has enhanced some algorithms capable of spotting
patterns and trends; many models have been proposed and developed throughout history,
tracing back to the late 80s when the concept of data mining has been incorporated into the
minds of some researches who were trying to find a good use to the data they were collecting.
By the early 1980s the term data mining was born with the name of Knowledge Discovery in
Data (KDD) [10], since when others contributions have been made ending up, by this time, in
some widespread models for data mining activities, Table 1 shows some of the most
influential techniques of data mining that are used in different sectors and fields.
Table 1. Data Mining Techniques

1
2
3
4

Linear regression
Logistic regression
k-nearest neighbors
Artificial Neural Networks

5
Deep Learning
6
Clustering
7
Support vector machine
By the use of one or more of the different machine learning tools (Table 1), many
businesses have been able to realize important breakthroughs and big discoveries regarding to
their business behavior than may have been ignored otherwise; these discoveries were possible
thank to the capability of these models to work with big databases all at once, contrary to
human intuition that has some limitations, these algorithms can use the growing potential of
the computational power to run in-deep analysis in the different existing databases; besides, an
integration of data from different sources or types can be made to enhance and upgrade the
level of the current analysis [11], which may lead to a better understanding and
comprehension of the whole picture.
Regarding to some of the important discoveries that big data has helped us to achieve we
can list the followings: an improvement in bankruptcies prediction [12], prediction of
customer churn in mobile services [13], enhancing the recommendation system based on past
behaviors [14], market segmentations based on similar behaviors [15], and so on. All the uses
of data mining have been intended to make good use of the current data to get the right
information in order to take the best business decisions and actions, which allows to create a
concept defined as data driven business model (DDBM) [16].
2.2. Data mining around the world
Data can be used for different purposes, such as, prediction of future trends, detection of
anomalies, association of complementary behaviors and classification of similar
characteristics [17], thus a specific type of knowledge has been able to be reached which is
called Business knowledge [18], which is the state when a company gets to use their data to
enhance their decisions and to support their activities through representatives models than
have been created from the business itself. This practice has been increasing in its use due to
an improvement in the information structure system.
Many companies are enhancing their systems with data analysis and data interpretation to
offer a better user experience. Figure 2, 3 and 4 show some statistics and data taken from the
webpage enlyft [19] about the global use of the oracle environment, which is one of the most
common and important databases used across multiple countries and businesses [20].
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Fig. 3. Ranking countries that use Oracle Data Mining
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Fig. 4. Revenue in USD of companies that use Oracle Data Mining

Besides the widespread and intensive global use that big companies are giving to their data,
there exists registers than local businesses are also using big data and machine learning
concepts to boost their activities and the value they give to the marketplace; this can be made
due to the versatility and the transability of some inner concepts regarding to data mining,

which has been proved to adapt to different models and conditions as long as there are enough
data [21], or an adequate data pre-processing.
2.3. The incorporation of data analysis in the current education system.
Thanks to the growing awareness of new tendencies and breakthroughs many educational
institutions (universities, colleges, private institutes, online platforms, etc.) have been adapting
their curriculum or syllabus to capture this new field of interest. One of the most important
challenges of our time is the lack of enough knowledge about the correct use and manipulation
of these techniques and materials leading to a lack of professionals who know the state of the
art and dominate the corresponding concepts and systems [22]. Nevertheless, recently, a
growing interest in machine learning and data mining topics has been registered across
different and important teaching institutions, which has been corroborated with an increasing
number of enrollments in different programs related to data mining. Figure 5 shows the
number of programs related to data mining that Carnegie Mellon School of Computer Science
(CS - CMU) (https://www.cmu.edu) had and has to offer to its students; Figure 6 shows the
number of students that have enrolled in these programs from 2010 to 2018.
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Fig. 5. Programs of CS at CMU.

Fig. 6. Students enrolled in SCS at CMU

Similar cases are repeated at different institutions such as: Stanford university, Georgia
institute of technology, university of Washington, Colombia university and others, where an
increasing rate of students pursuing data science background is demanded. Besides, the
amount and extension of these programs have suffered an upgrading and have been adapted to
the current times.

3. Conclusion
The increasing and spreading use and integration of new technologies and developments in
the way how data is treated has allowed to realized bigger contributions and analysis to it. The
organizations that use their data to run their normal actions and to create new ideas are known
as data driven business models (DDBM), which has been possible thanks to a wide repertoire
of machine learning tools that can be used to realize activities such as: classification,
association, prediction and anomaly detection.
By using one or many of the available machine learning tools some companies or sectors
have been able to create big discoveries or to create models to enhance their actions and to
support their decision-making process, which allow them to keep in the market and in

business. To create important knowledge is necessary to transform correctly the available data
by using the correct method, besides, it is important to deliver clearly and completely the final
message and the discoveries that might have come with the analysis, this process is necessary
to create business knowledge, which is the process of creating insights and ideas from data that
can be recollected from day to day activities.
Due to the fast-changing environment that the market is facing today many companies
around the world are incorporating, to their business models, new tools to keep them updated
to the newest tendencies; besides, many countries have been promoting constantly these new
breakthroughs allowing them to become big potencies with big economies. Also, big revenue
values are related to the use of different data sources and analysis, which might be a way to
ensure their market participation and income rate.
Finally, the growing demand of data users and professionals related to data mining has
foster the increasing of data mining programs, especially in some prestigious institutions that
currently offer more different programs with an important increasing of their enrolled students
in the last years.
The way how companies manage their data is going to change the conditions of the current
marketplace, which might prompt new developments and tendencies in order to get the best
practices and to upgrade the existing models, which surely will represent a huge change in the
near future.
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